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It is important to understand what came before and how to meld  new products with legacy systems. Network managers need to understand  the context and origins of the systems they are using. Programmers  need an understanding of the reasons behind the interfaces they must  satisfy and the relationship of the software they build to the whole  network. And finally, sales representatives need to see the context  into which their products must fit.

This book is intended to orient people working in telecommunications within a hugely complex and constantly evolving industry. Each facet of telecommunications requires both formal and practical education to such a degree that the perspective of the whole can be lost in the intense specialization within one area. When that happens, individual decisions that might seem perfectly reasonable in a narrow context can sometimes be counterproductive to the larger enterprise.
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Modern Arylation MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Today, arylation methods are belonging to the most important reaction types in organic synthesis. Lutz Ackermann, a young and ambitious professor has gathered a number of top international authors to present the first comprehensive book on the topic.

	Starting from a historical review, the book covers hot topics like...
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Design by Nature: Using Universal Forms and Principles in Design (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	In Design by Nature: Using Universal Forms and Principles in Design, author Maggie Macnab takes you on an intimate and eclectic journey examining the unending versatility of nature, showing how to uncover nature’s ingenuity and use it to create beautiful and compelling designed communications.
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Concurrency in C# CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you're one of the many developers uncertain about concurrent and multithreaded development, this practical cookbook will change your mind. With more than 75 code-rich recipes, author Stephen Cleary demonstrates parallel processing and asynchronous programming techniques, using libraries and language features in .Net 4.5 and C#...
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Gene Delivery to Mammalian Cells: Volume 1: Nonviral Gene Transfer Techniques (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2003

	Highly experienced researchers describe in step-by-step detail methods that have proven most useful in delivering genes to mammalian cells. Volume 1: Nonviral Gene Transfer Techniques focuses on gene delivery by a variety of chemical and physical methods, including ultrasound, biolistics, peptides, PNA clamps, liposomes, microinjection,...
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Rifaximin: A Poorly Absorbed Antibiotic: Pharmacology and Clinical Use (Chemotherapy)Karger, 2005

	Reprint of: Chemotherapy 2005, Vol. 51, Suppl. 1 Rifaximin is a semisynthetic rifamycin which is not absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. It has been available in Europe and other countries for several years, and has recently been approved for treatment of traveler’s diarrhea in the United States. Because of its broad spectrum of...
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Web Accessibility for People with Disabilities (R & D Developer Series)CMP Books, 2000
Key Benefits Comply with all legal mandates and standards Master HTML enhancements for accessibility Employ the best accessibility tools Make your Web site accessible to everyone! This definitive resource provides Internet and Web administrators and devel                                       

Make your Web site accessible to everyone!...
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